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Abstract
In lexicon-based classification, documents are assigned labels
by comparing the number of words that appear from two op-
posed lexicons, such as positive and negative sentiment. Cre-
ating such words lists is often easier than labeling instances,
and they can be debugged by non-experts if classification per-
formance is unsatisfactory. However, there is little analysis
or justification of this classification heuristic. This paper de-
scribes a set of assumptions that can be used to derive a prob-
abilistic justification for lexicon-based classification, as well
as an analysis of its expected accuracy. One key assumption
behind lexicon-based classification is that all words in each
lexicon are equally predictive. This is rarely true in practice,
which is why lexicon-based approaches are usually outper-
formed by supervised classifiers that learn distinct weights on
each word from labeled instances. This paper shows that it is
possible to learn such weights without labeled data, by lever-
aging co-occurrence statistics across the lexicons. This offers
the best of both worlds: light supervision in the form of lexi-
cons, and data-driven classification with higher accuracy than
traditional word-counting heuristics.
Introduction
Lexicon-based classification refers to a classification rule
in which documents are assigned labels based on the count
of words from lexicons associated with each label (Taboada
et al. 2011). For example, suppose that we have opposed
labels Y ∈ {0, 1}, and we have associated lexiconsW0 and
W1. Then for a document with a vector of word counts x,








where the ≷ operator indicates a decision rule. Put simply,
we select the label whose lexicons matches the most words.
Lexicon-based classification is widely used in industry
and academia, with applications ranging from sentiment
classification and opinion mining (Pang and Lee 2008;
Liu 2015) to the psychological (Tausczik and Pennebaker
2010) and ideological (Laver and Garry 2000) analysis of
texts. The popularity of this approach can be explained by
its relative simplicity and ease of use: for domain experts,
creating lexicons is intuitive, and, in comparison with label-
ing instances, may offer a faster path towards a reasonably
accurate classifier (Settles 2011). Furthermore, classification
errors can be iteratively debugged by refining the lexicons.
However, from a machine learning perspective, there
are a number of drawbacks to lexicon-based classification.
First, while intuitively reasonable, lexicon-based classifica-
tion lacks theoretical justification: it is not clear what con-
ditions are necessary for it to work. Second, the lexicons
may be incomplete, even for designers with strong sub-
stantive intuitions. Third, lexicon-based classification as-
signs an equal weight to each word, but some words may
be more strongly predictive than others.1 Fourth, lexicon-
based classification ignores multi-word phenomena, such
as negation (e.g., not so good) and discourse (e.g., the
movie would be watchable if it had better acting). Super-
vised classification systems, which are trained on labeled
examples, tend to outperform lexicon-based classifiers, even
without accounting for multi-word phenomena (Liu 2015;
Pang and Lee 2008).
Several researchers have addressed the challenge of lexi-
con expansion, automatically growing lexicons from an ini-
tial seed set (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown 1997; Qiu et
al. 2011). There is also work on handling multi-word phe-
nomena such as negation (Wilson, Wiebe, and Hoffmann
2005; Polanyi and Zaenen 2006), and discourse (Somasun-
daran, Wiebe, and Ruppenhofer 2008; Bhatia, Ji, and Eisen-
stein 2015). However, the underlying theoretical founda-
tions of lexicon-based classification remain poorly under-
stood, and we lack principled means for automatically as-
signing weights to lexicon items without resorting to labeled
instances.
This paper elaborates a set of assumptions under which
lexicon-based classification is equivalent to minimum Bayes
risk classification. We then derive expected error rates un-
der these assumptions. These expected error rates are not
matched by observations on real data, suggesting that the
underlying assumptions are invalid. Of key importance
is the assumption that each lexicon item is equally pre-
dictive. To relax this assumption, we derive a principled
method for estimating word probabilities under each label,
1Some lexicons attach coarse-grained predefined weights to
each word. For example, the OpinionFinder Subjectivity lexicon
labels words as “strongly” or “weakly” subjective (Wilson, Wiebe,
and Hoffmann 2005). This poses an additional burden on the lexi-
con creator.
using a method-of-moments estimator on cross-lexical co-
occurrence counts.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• justifying lexicon-based classification as minimum Bayes
risk classification in a multinomial model;
• mathematically analyzing this model to compute the ex-
pected performance of lexicon-based classifiers;
• extending the model to justify a popular variant of
lexicon-based classification, which incorporates word
presence rather than raw counts;
• deriving a method-of-moments estimator for the param-
eters of this model, enabling lexicon-based classification
with unique weights per word, without labeled data;
• empirically demonstrating that this classifier outperforms
lexicon-based classification and alternative approaches.
Lexicon-Based Classification as Minimum
Bayes Risk Classification
We begin by showing how the lexicon-based classification
rule shown in (1) can be derived as a special case of mini-
mum Bayes risk classification for binary classification prob-
lems. Let us suppose we have a prior probability PY for
each possible label, and a likelihood function PX|Y , where
X is a random variable corresponding to a vector of word
counts. The conditional label probability can be computed
by Bayesian inversion,
(2)P (y | x) = P (x | y)P (y)∑
y′ P (x | y′)P (y′)
.
Assuming that the costs for each type of misclassification
error are identical, then the minimum Bayes risk classifica-
tion rule is,
(3)logPr(Y = 0) + logP (x | Y = 0)
≷ logPr(Y = 1) + logP (x | Y = 1),
where we have moved to the log domain for simplicity of no-
tation. We now show that lexicon-based classification can be
justified under this decision rule, given a set of assumptions
about the probability distributions.
First, we assume that the labels have equal prior likeli-
hood, Pr(Y = 0) = Pr(Y = 1). It is trivial to relax this
assumption by adding a constant term to one side of the de-
cision rule in (1).
Next, we introduce some assumptions about the likeli-
hood function, PX|Y . The random variable X is defined
over vectors of counts, so a natural choice for the form of
this likelihood is the multinomial distribution. For a spe-
cific vector of counts X = x, we write P (x | y) ,
Pmultinomial(x;θy, N), where θy is a probability vector asso-
ciated with label y, and N =
∑
i xi is the total word count
for x. The multinomial likelihood is proportional to a prod-
uct of likelihoods of categorical variables corresponding to
individual words (tokens),
Pr(W = i | Y = y;θ) = θy,i, (4)
where the random variable W corresponds to a single to-
ken, whose probability of being word i is equal to θy,i in a
document with label y. We can write the multinomial log-
likelihood as,









xi log θy,i, (7)
where K(x) is a function of x that is constant in y.
The first necessary assumption about the likelihood func-
tion is that the lexicons are complete: words that are in
neither lexicon have identical probability under both labels.
Formally, for any word i /∈ W0 ∪W1, we assume,
Pr(W = i | Y = 0) = Pr(W = i | Y = 1). (8)
These words are therefore irrelevant to the classification
boundary.
Next, we assume that each in-lexicon word is equally
predictive. Specifically, for words that are in lexicon y, we
assume,
Pr(W = i | Y = y)





where ¬y is the opposite label from y. The parameter γ
controls the predictiveness of the lexicon: for example, if
γ = 0.5 in a sentiment classification problem, this would in-
dicate that words in the positive sentiment lexicon are three
times more likely to appear in documents with positive sen-
timent than in documents with negative sentiment, and vice
versa. The word atrocious might be less likely overall than
good, but still three times more likely in the negative class
than in the positive class. In the limit, γ = 0 implies that
the lexicons do not distinguish the classes at all, and γ = 1
implies that the lexicons distinguish the classes perfectly, so
that the observation of a single in-lexicon word would com-
pletely determine the document label.




(1 + γ)µi, i ∈ Wy
(1− γ)µi, i ∈ W¬y
µi, i /∈ Wy ∪W¬y,
(10)
where ¬y is the opposite label from y, and µ is a vector of
baseline probabilities, which are independent of the label.
Because the probability vectors θ0 and θ1 must each sum






With these assumptions in hand, it is now possible to sim-
plify the decision rule in (3). Thanks to the assumption of
equal prior probability, we can drop the priors P (Y ), so that
the decision rule is a comparison of the likelihoods,




xi log θ0,i ≷ K(x) +
∑
i
xi log θ1,i. (13)
Canceling K(x) and applying the definition from (10),∑
i∈W0
xi log((1 + γ)µi) +
∑
i∈W1




xi log((1− γ)µi) +
∑
i∈W1
xi log((1 + γ)µi).
(15)












For any γ ∈ (0, 1), the term log 1+γ1−γ is a finite and positive
constant. Therefore, (16) is identical to the counting-based
classification rule in (1). In other words, lexicon-based clas-
sification is minimum Bayes risk classification in a multi-
nomial probability model, under the assumptions of equal
prior likelihood, lexicon completeness, equal predictiveness
of words, and equal coverage.
Analysis of Lexicon-Based Classification
One advantage of deriving a formal foundation for lexicon-
based classification is that it is possible to analyze its ex-
pected performance. For a label y, let us write the count
of in-lexicon words as my =
∑
i∈Wy xi, and the count of
opposite-lexicon words as m¬y =
∑
i∈W¬y xi. Lexicon-
based classification makes a correct prediction whenever
my > m¬y for the correct label y. To analyze lexicon-based
classification, we assess the likelihood that my > m¬y
under various parametrizations and conditions. Specifically,
we compute the expectation and variance of the difference
my−m¬y; under the central limit theorem, we can treat this
difference as approximately normally distributed, and com-
pute the probability that the difference is positive using the
Gaussian cumulative distribution function (CDF).
We introduce the convenience notation sµ ,∑
i∈W0 µi =
∑
i∈W1 µi; recall that we have already
taken the assumption that the sums of baseline word
probabilities for the two lexicons are equal. Under the
multinomial probability model, given a document with N








θ¬y,i = N(1− γ)sµ (18)
E[my −m¬y] =2Nγsµ. (19)
Next we compute the variance of this margin,
V [my −m¬y] =V [my] + V [m¬y] + Cov(my,m¬y).
(20)
Each of these terms is the variance of a sum of counts. Under
the multinomial distribution, the variance of a single count














Figure 1: Accuracy of lexicon-based classification with doc-
ument length on the Cornell review data, using the Liu sen-
timent lexicon. Documents are binned by length, and points
are plotted at the median of each bin. The dataset and lexicon
are described below.





















(1 + γ)µi (23)
=N(1 + γ)sµ. (24)
An equivalent upper bound can be computed for the vari-
ance of the count of opposite lexicon words, V [m¬y] ≤
N(1−γ)sµ. These bounds are fairly tight because the prod-
ucts of probabilities θ2i and θiθj are nearly always small, due
to the fact that most words are rare. Because the covariance
Cov(my,m¬y) is negative (and also involves a product of
word probabilities), we can further bound the variance of
the margin, obtaining the upper bound,
(25)V [my −m¬y] ≤ N(1 + γ)sµ +N(1− γ)sµ
= 2Nsµ .
By the central limit theorem, the margin my −m¬y will
be approximately distributed, with mean 2Nγsµ and vari-
ance 2Nsµ. The probability of making a correct prediction
is then equal to the cumulative density of a standard normal
distribution Φ(z), where the z-score is equal to the ratio of










Note that by upper-bounding the variance, we obtain a lower
bound on the z-score, and thus a lower bound on the ex-
pected accuracy.
According to this approximation, we expect accuracy to
increase with the predictiveness γ, the document length N ,
and the lexicon coverage sµ. This helps to explain a dilemma
in lexicon design: as more words are added, the coverage
increases, but the average predictiveness of each word de-
creases (assuming the most predictive words are added first).
Thus, increasing the size of a lexicon by adding marginal
words may not improve performance.
The analysis also indicates that longer documents should
be easier to predict. This is because the expectation of the
gap my − m¬y grows with N , while its standard devia-
tion grows only with
√
N . This can be tested empirically;
we focus on the Cornell dataset (described below), mea-
suring how accuracy varies with document length. For this
test, we estimate γ by maximum likelihood estimation on
labeled data. The expected accuracy is indicated by the blue
solid lines in Figure 1, in which documents are grouped into
seven equal size groups by document length. As shown by
the red dotted lines, these estimates are qualitatively wrong:
the performance of lexicon-based classification does not in-
crease monotonically with document length as predicted by
the model. The decreased accuracy for especially long re-
views may be due to these reviews being more complex,
perhaps requiring modeling of the discourse structure (So-
masundaran, Wiebe, and Ruppenhofer 2008).
Justifying the Word-Appearance Heuristic
An alternative heuristic to lexicon-based classification is to
consider only the presence of each word type, and not its








where δ(·) is a delta function that returns one if the Boolean
condition is true, and zero otherwise. In the context of su-
pervised classification, Pang, Lee, and Vaithyanathan (2002)
find that word presence is a more predictive feature than
word frequency. By ignoring repeated mentions of the same
word, this heuristic (27) emphasizes the diversity of ways in
which a document covers a lexicon, and is more robust to
document-specific idiosyncrasies — such as a review of The
Joy Luck Club, which might include the positive words joy
and luck many times even if the review is negative.
This heuristic can also be explained in the framework
defined above. Rather than using a multinomial for the
likelihood PX|Y , we use a Dirichlet-compound multino-
mial (DCM), also known as a multivariate Polya distribu-
tion (Madsen, Kauchak, and Elkan 2005). This distribution
is written Pdcm(x;αy), where αy is a vector of parameters
associated with label y, with αy,i > 0 for all i. The DCM is
a “compound” distribution because it treats the parameter of




Pmultinomial(x | ν)PDirichlet(ν | αy)dν.
(28)
Intuitively, we can think of the DCM distribution as encod-
ing a model in which each document has its own multino-
mial distribution over words; this document-specific distri-
bution is itself drawn from a prior that depends on the class
label y.
Suppose we set the DCM parameter α = τθ, with θ as
defined in (10). The constant τ > 0 is then the concentra-
tion of the distribution. Because
∑
i θi = 1, the likelihood
























Figure 2: Effective counts for varying values of τ . For the
datasets considered in this paper, τ usually falls in the range
between 500 and 1000.
function under this model is,








where Γ(·) is the gamma function. Minimum Bayes risk


















Γ(xi + τ(1− γ)µi)
Γ(τ(1− γ)µi)
. (32)
As τ →∞, the prior on ν is tightly linked to θ, so that the
model reduces to the multinomial defined above. Another
way to see this is to apply the equality Γ(x + 1) = xΓ(x)
to (31) and (32) when τµi  xi. As τ → 0, the prior on ν
becomes increasingly diffuse. Repeated counts of any word
are better explained by document-specific variation from the
prior, than by properties of the label. This situation is shown
in Figure 2, which plots the “effective counts” implied by the
classification rule (30) for a range of values of the concen-
tration parameter τ , holding the other parameters constant
(µ = 10−3, γ = 0.5). For high values of τ , the effective
counts track the observed counts linearly; for low values of
τ , the effective counts barely increase beyond 1.
Minka (2012) presents a number of estimators for the con-
centration parameter τ from a corpus of text. When the la-
bel y is unknown, we cannot apply these estimators directly.
However, as described above, we have taken the assumption
that out-of-lexicon words have identical probability under
both labels. We can use this assumption to estimate τ ex-
clusively from the first and second moments of these out-
of-lexicon words. Analysis of the expected accuracy of this
model is left to future work.
Estimating Word Predictiveness
A crucial simplification made by lexicon-based classifica-
tion is that all words in each lexicon are equally predictive.
In reality, words may be more or less predictive of class la-
bels, for reasons such as sense ambiguity (e.g., well) and
degree (e.g., good vs flawless). By introducing a per-word
predictiveness factor γi into (10), we arrive at a model that
is a restricted form of Naı̈ve Bayes. (the restriction is that
the probabilities of non-lexicon words are constrained to be
identical across classes.) If labeled data were available, this
model could be estimated by maximum likelihood. This sec-
tion shows how to estimate the model without labeled data,
using the method of moments.
First, note that the baseline probabilities µi can be es-
timated directly from counts on an unlabeled corpus; the
challenge is to estimate the parameters γi for all words in
the two lexicons. The key intuition that makes this possi-
ble is that highly predictive words should rarely appear with
words in the opposite lexicon. This idea can be formalized
in terms of cross-label counts: the cross-label count ci is the












where x(t) is the vector of word counts for document t, with
t ∈ {1 . . . T}. Under the multinomial model defined above,
for a single document with N tokens, the expected product
of counts for a word pair (i, j) is equal to,
E[xixj ] =E[xi]E[xj ] + Cov(xi, xj) (34)
=NθiNθj −Nθiθj (35)
=N(N − 1)θiθj . (36)
We will focus on the expected products of counts for cross-
lexicon word pairs (i ∈ W0, j ∈ W1). The parameter θ
depends on the document label y, as defined in (10). As a
result, we have the following expectations,
E[xixj | Y = 0] =N(N − 1)µi(1 + γi)µj(1− γj) (37)
=N(N − 1)µiµj(1 + γi − γj − γiγj)
(38)
E[xixj | Y = 1] =N(N − 1)µi(1− γi)µj(1 + γj) (39)
=N(N − 1)µiµj(1− γi + γj − γiγj)
E[xixj ] =P (Y = 0)E[xixj | Y = 0] (40)
+ P (Y = 1)E[xixj | Y = 1] (41)
=N(N − 1)µiµj(1− γiγj). (42)





















Let us write γ(1) to indicate the vector of γj parameters for
all j ∈ W1, and γ(0) for all i ∈ W0. The expectation in (44)
is a linear function of γi, and a linear function of the vector
γ(1). Analogously, for all j ∈ W1, E[cj ] is a linear function
of γj and γ(1).
Our goal is to choose γ so that the expectations E[ci]
closely match the observed counts ci. This can be viewed












(cj − E[cj ])2, (45)
which can be minimized in terms of γ(0) and γ(1). However,
there is an additional constraint: the probability distributions
θ0 and θ1 must still sum to one. We can express this as a
linear constraint on γ(0) and γ(1),
µ(0) · γ(0) − µ(1) · γ(1) = 0, (46)
where µ(y) is the vector of baseline probabilities for words
i ∈ Wy , and µ(0) · γ(0) indicates a dot product.













(cj − E[cj ])2
s.t. µ(0) · γ(0) − µ(1) · γ(1) = 0. (47)
This problem can be solved by alternating direction
method of multipliers (Boyd et al. 2011). The objective is
biconvex in γ(0) and γ(1), which suggests an iterative solu-
tion. Specifically, we solve for γ(0) while holding fixed γ(1)
and an additional termu, representing a penalty for violating
the constraint. This is a convex optimization problem, which
can be solved using standard unconstrained L-BFGS (Liu
and Nocedal 1989). Next we solve for γ(1), again by L-
BFGS. Finally, we update the constraint term u in closed
form (see section 9.2 of Boyd et al. 2011 for details). We
iterate this procedure until the primal and dual residuals are
below a small threshold.
Evaluation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
perform an empirical evaluation on four datasets in two
languages. All datasets involve binary classification prob-
lems, and we evaluate using area-under-the-curve (AUC), a
measure of classification performance that is robust to un-
balanced class distributions. A perfect classifier achieves
AUC = 1; in expectation, a random decision rule gives
AUC = 0.5.
Datasets We consider the following datasets:
Amazon English-language product reviews across four do-
mains; of these reviews, 8000 are labeled and another
19677 are unlabeled (Blitzer, Dredze, and Pereira 2007).
Cornell 2000 English-language film reviews, labeled as
positive or negative (Pang and Lee 2004).
CorpusCine 3800 Spanish-language movie reviews, rated
on a scale of one to five (Vilares, Alonson, and Gómez-
Rodrı́guez 2015). We use the 2606 reviews with ratings
of four or above (positive) and two or below (negative).
IMDB 50,000 English-language film reviews (Maas et al.
2011). We use the test set of 25,000 reviews, of which
half are positive and half are negative.
Lexicons Preliminary evaluation compared several
English-language sentiment lexicons. The Liu lexicon (Liu
2015) consistently obtained the best performance on all
three English-language datasets, so it was made the focus
of all subsequent experiments. Our observations match
previous research, which has also found that the Liu lexicon
is one of the strongest lexicons for review analysis (Ribeiro
et al. 2016). For Spanish, we use ISOL, which is a modified
translation of the Liu lexicon (Molina-González et al. 2013).
Classifiers The evaluation compares the following unsu-
pervised classification strategies:
LEXICON basic word counting, as in decision rule (1);
LEXICON-PRES counting word presence rather than fre-
quency, as in decision rule (27);
LEXIMOM lexicon-based classification with word predic-
tiveness γi estimated by the Method-Of-Moments tech-
nique described in the previous section, by solving the
optimization problem in (47);
LEXIMOM-BAYES Same as LEXIMOM, but with the
Bayesian decision rule shown in (30).
PMI An alternative approach, discussed in the related
work, is to impute document labels from a seed set of
words, and then compute “sentiment scores” for individ-
ual words from pointwise mutual information between the
words and imputed labels (Turney 2002). Our implemen-
tation of this method is based on the description from Kir-
itchenko, Zhu, and Mohammad (2014), using the lexicons
as the seed word sets.
As an upper bound on classification performance, we train
a supervised logistic regression classifier, using 5-fold cross-
validation. This is the only classifier in the evaluation with
access to labeled data, so it can be considered an upper
bound on the possible performance for this task.
Results Results are shown in Table 1. The superior perfor-
mance of the logistic regression classifier confirms the prin-
ciple that supervised classification is far more accurate than
lexicon-based classification — when labeled data is avail-
able. Nonetheless, the unsupervised method-of-moments es-
timator developed in this paper (LEXIMOM) goes a consid-
erable way towards closing the gap, with improvements in
AUC ranging from 1.3% on the CorpusCine data to 7.6%
on the IMDB data. The results with accuracy are very simi-
lar, with consistent improvements on all four datasets, rang-
ing from 1.8% on CorpusCine to 7.0% on IMDB. Overall,
these results offer strong evidence on behalf of the method-
of-moments estimator for word predictiveness. The PMI ap-
proach performs poorly, improving over the simpler lexicon-
based classifiers on only one of the four datasets. The word
presence heuristic offers no consistent improvements on this
data, and the Bayesian adjustment to the classification rule
offers only small improvements on two of the four datasets.
Amazon Cornell Cine IMDB
LEXICON .820 .765 .636 .807
LEXICON-PRES .820 .770 .638 .805
PMI .793 .761 .638 .868
LEXIMOM .847 .822 .651 .884
LEXIMOM-BAYES .852 .831 .651 .883
LOGREG .897 .914 .889 .955
Table 1: Area-under-the-curve (AUC) for all classifiers. The
best unsupervised result is shown in bold for each dataset.
Related work
Turney (2002) uses pointwise mutual information to esti-
mate the “semantic orientation” of all vocabulary words
from co-occurrence with a small seed set. This approach
has later been extended to the social media domain by using
emoticons as the seed set (Kiritchenko, Zhu, and Moham-
mad 2014). Like our approach, the basic intuition is to lever-
age co-occurrence statistics to learn weights for individual
words; unlike our approach, the PMI is a heuristic score that
is not justified by a probabilistic model of the text classifi-
cation problem. PMI-based classification underperforms our
proposed approach on all four datasets in our evaluation.
The method-of-moments has become an increasingly
popular estimator in unsupervised machine learning, with
applications in topic models (Anandkumar et al. 2014), se-
quence models (Hsu, Kakade, and Zhang 2012), and more
elaborate linguistic structures (Cohen et al. 2014). Of par-
ticular relevance are “anchor word” techniques for learn-
ing latent topic models (Arora, Ge, and Moitra 2012). In
these methods, each topic is defined first by a few keywords,
which are assumed to be generated only from a single topic.
From these anchor words and co-occurrence statistics, the
topic-word probabilities can be recovered. A key difference
is that we do not take the strong anchor word assumption
in this work: none of the words are assumed to be perfectly
predictive of either label. We take the much weaker assump-
tion that words in a lexicon tend to co-occur less frequently
with words in the opposite lexicon.
Conclusion
Lexicon-based classification is a popular heuristic that has
not previously been analyzed from a machine learning per-
spective. This analysis yields two techniques for improving
unsupervised binary classification: a method-of-moments
estimator for word predictiveness, and a Bayesian adjust-
ment for repeated counts of the same word. The method-of-
moments estimator yields substantially better performance
than conventional lexicon-based classification, without re-
quiring any additional annotation effort. Future work will
consider the generalization to multi-class classification, and
more ambitiously, and the extension to multiword units.
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